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Abstract
Title: Aggression and violent attitudes of football fans Slavia Praha
Object: There is aim of this project to find out and write about negative demonstrations of football fans
of Slavie Prague clu band thein stance to aggresse during football matches. How often and what form of
violence we can meet at them and what leads them to mentioned action. They do not harm only thein
club but also the others at the stadium. Do they really interest in sport or it is only means for venting
their aggresse.
Methods: The following methods were used in this project: explorative pre-research and quantitative
research work. I concentrated on stances of fans which take part in football matches in my pre-research.
I will bring up some questions electronicly and in writing. There I´ll use my personal contacts for
completing some questionaires at fans of Slavie Prague club. I will try to involve some most fans to that
action because then I´ll be able generalize it for whole base of the fans of the club.
Results: On condition if fans of Slavie Prague club are aggressive in investigated manifestations or not it
is confirmed the fact that the fans of SK Slavie Prague are not aggressive in next mentioned
manifestations. The result of my research is that Slavie fans rank among moderate fans in our society.
They are not looping for confrontation with some fans of other teams. Thein negative demonstrations on
the stadium are bounded in shouts and slogans. The fans don´t také a part in aggressive conflicts and
racism. 
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